
                                                    MGTOWs LACK SOLIDARITY WITH MEN 

Dear Sandman, 

I watch a lot of your videos because you are quite gifted with female psychology, but I don’t agree with 

you at all in terms of your politics. Im old enough to have seen the rise and rise of 2nd wave feminism to 

the point of it going main stream and being relabeled 3rd wave feminism. This happened because a lot of 

2nd wave feminists pushed their ideology onto society and got laws and social attitudes changed. As a 

masculist I see that men need to do the same.  

I ideologize by pointing the finger at fluffies (traditional women who expect to parasite off a mans 

money) and put enormous moral pressure on them to become FIPs (financially independent persons) by 

saying such things as “if you want to have a man, have a career’ “fluffies can rot on the shelf” and say to 

robot males (traditional males who expect to work for a fluffie wife, e.g. as in Korea or Japan) “rather a 

FIP than a fluffie” “a fluffie wife will parasite off you before the divorce and after” Fluffie feminists have 

had their feminist consciousness raised (equal rights for women) but not their masculist consciousness 

raised (equal obligations for women, i.e. sharing the burden of earning the living).  

Fluffie feminist divorce court judges and politicians have now financially massacred men in divorce 

courts to such an extent (e.g. divorce rate = 50%, 20% chance of getting joint custody for men, forced 

child payments from men = slavery for decades paying money to kids they rarely see) that millions of 

men have washed their hands of traditional gender roles and women in general and have simply walked 

away, hence the rapid rise of the MGTOW phenomenon (men going their own way, i.e. refusing to 

marry, and refusing to have kids). If western men reach the proportion of young Japanese men under 30 

who have refused the traditional male role of being slaves for women (Japanese men work 11 hour 

days, 3 hour commute times, get home so late they orphan their kids, while their fluffie wives play 

tennis with their fluffie friends) i.e. about 30%, then that alone will cause a political tsunami in the west. 

The primary aim of the masculists is to wipe out fluffies, and to educate society to socialize girls that 

they are to become as career competent as boys so that they do not parasite on a man as an adult. 

Fluffies are to be spat on as immoral slavers of men. The most effective way to wipe out fluffies is by 

men refusing to have relationships with them thus forcing them to become FIPs if they want to eat. The 

masculists need to push their ideology onto society in the same way feminism did, so that everyone is 

familiar with the basic masculist ideas, so that fluffie feminists also die out, so that custody of kids is 

automatically joint and that the divorcing mother is expected to pull her weight financially just as much 

as the father when it comes to child payments. 

When the crazier middle browed 3rd wave feminists lash out at men unjustifiably (e.g. all men are 

rapists, which is about as stupid as masculists saying all women parasite on mens money) then they 

should feel the same rage against them, to make them realize that equal rights and equal obligations go 

both ways, are applicable to both sexes. If a feminist dumps on men in a mixed audience, she can expect 

to be dumped on right back by the masculist men in the audience, until she learns to shut up or take a 

more balanced approach. 

Masculism is distinctly ideological and political. It sees MGTOWism as a useful tool to achieving 

masculist goals. If millions of men drop out of the traditional role, then obviously society will change, but 

in the meantime, half of married men will continue to be financially massacred in the fluffie feminist 



dominated divorce courts, because the fluffie feminist judges have not been educated into masculist 

ideology and values. They still see men traditionally, i.e. as check books. All that has to change. 

Politicians have to be taught that if they ignore mens issues masculist men will vote them out. 

Masculists have to get on the media and sprout masculist ideas so that everyone is familiar with them 

and absorbs them, the way the feminists did in the 70s. There would be no 3rd wave feminists without 

the ideological work of the 2nd wave feminist thinkers who pushed for feminist changes in society and 

the laws. Now is the time for masculists to do the same for men. MGTOW alone will certainly shake up 

society and get it thinking, but thinking what. Masculism is needed to give society clear goals on what 

men want and need, which is justice, fairness and respect (men are after all the superior sex, we 

outperform women on virtually all fronts).  

Cheers, Prof. Dr. Hugo de Garis 

profhugodegaris@yahoo.com 

http://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com 
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